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The TFRLP may be wired for either one or two circuits 
and may be constructed with any of a number of power 
connectors, including both outputs and throughputs.

DMX control may be provided as a single output or may 
include a throughput as well. 

Connector options may be mounted in either the top of 
the box or in the side of the box.

Pipe or strut options are available for fixture mounting.

Designed to provide a recessed lighting position in 
spaces with a grid ceiling, the TFRLP is an attractive 
solution for classrooms, conference rooms, dance 
studios, cafetoriums, and other spaces that have 
suspended ceilings.

The TFRLP is made to fit common 2’x2’ ceiling tile 
layouts. Custom units for larger or smaller grids are 
available, and there are also solutions for hard ceilings.

Standard powder coat colors are white and black. The 
unit may also be customized with any RAL color.

The TFRLP unit is suspended from building structure in 
the space above the ceiling grid (joists, trusses, etc.). 
Adjustable length suspension cables are supplied 
depending on the distance between the structure and 
the ceiling grid. Other custom solutions for suspending 
the unit are available as well.

WARNING:
The TFRLP MUST be suspended from the building 
structure with the supplied suspension cables. The unit 
is NOT designed to be supported by the ceiling grid. 
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Recessed Lighting Position
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4 = 0’-4’ Above Ceiling Tile Track

8 = 4’-8’ Above Ceiling Tile Track

12 = 8’-12’ Above Ceiling Tile Track

X = Custom Solution Needed

J = 12ga 1-5/8” Strut

A = 1.5” Sch. 40 Steel Pipe

V = Top

L = Side

D1 = DMX Out

D2 = DMX Out & Thru

Distance to Structure
Above Ceiling Tile TrackFixture MountConnector 

LocationControl

S = Stage Pin

E = Duplex Edison

P1 = PowerCON

P2 = PowerCON Out & Thru

T1 = Twistlock

T2 = Twistlock Out & Thru

1

2

TFRLP W = White

B = Black

C = Custom RAL Color

Number 
of Circuits Power ConnectorColor

Part Numbering & Ordering Info for Standard 2’x2’ TFRLP

PRODUCTIONS UNLIMITED, INC.

 (       )  TFRLP  -  _____  -  _____  -  _____  _____  _____  -  _____  -  _____
(Quantity)

Example: TFRLP-W-1-ED2L-A-8
Recessed Lighting Position; White Finish; One Circuit; Duplex Edison Outlet, DMX Out, DMX Thru, Connectors 
Mounted in the Side of the Box; 1.5” Sch. 40 Steel Pipe for Fixture Mounting; Structure 4’-8’ Above Ceiling Tile Track

 (       )  TFRLP  -  _____  -  _____  -  _____  _____  _____  -  _____  -  _____
(Quantity)

 (       )  TFRLP  -  _____  -  _____  -  _____  _____  _____  -  _____  -  _____
(Quantity)

Use this box to explain any custom solutions needed:

Pricing for the TFRLP is POA. Please email us at info@productionsunlimitedinc.com or give us a call at 864-675-6146 for more information.


